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The Class Assembly of XII C spread an aura of spiritual fervor as the DAV Gaan and Gayatri
Mantra resonated in the School Assembly ground on Monday, 4th July 2022.
The Formal Assembly program dwelt on the School Vision Statement - How School Fosters
Human Excellence through Compassion. The formal Program used the Eight Multiple

Intelligences to narrate a touching script on Compassion.

The narrative expressed how a

scriptwriter to a poet and a dancer to an athlete are connected by one bond and that is the ‘bond
of

Compassion’.

COMP-ELEVATION

The

Welcome

Address

followed

by

the

Introduction

Speech-

emphasized on the importance of how to treat people and be compassionate

with each other.
Anirudh S.V and Shrinidhi.S came up with a novel news update on the DAVites who spread
cheer by their noble deeds. The role play- COMP-ACTION written and directed by
Sree Sai Raghav showcased a series of compassionate acts that vividly conveyed how the School
Fosters Human Excellence through Compassion. A dance performance had the dancing divas of
XIIC

groove to a lilting music. KINDNESS WITHIN, a self-composed poem, recited by

Shibani Selvakumar, tugged at everyone’s heart.
COUNTLESS BLESSINGS

was a genuine gesture of compassion and appreciation. Handcrafted

‘Thank You’ cards spoke volumes about the sense of compassion permeating among students
and brought bright smiles and loud cheers.
The Principal appreciated the intricacies of the entire show and reminded the students of their
prime duty to express empathy in all their actions in real life too. A few of the spell bound
parents cherished the efforts taken by the school in shaping their child’s future.
The Vote of Thanks proposed by Dishaa L brought the curtains down on a befitting tribute to the
School that fosters benevolence in full measure.

The News update Highlighting benevolent acts of DAVites

A Special dance with a message on Compassion

The ‘Scientific’ Invitation

Comp – Action – Scenes from the Role Play

A perfect culmination to compassion - gratitude

Grand Parents, Parents and Students enjoy the
visual treat

